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J-U-B grants to CLIENT a nonexclusive, non-transferable license to use the Drawings, Specifications and/or Contract Documents (Documents) as follows:

CLIENT may make and retain copies of the Documents for reference, but J-U-B shall retain all common law, statutory and other reserved rights, including the copyright thereto, and the same shall not be reused on this Project or any other Project without J-U-B's prior written consent. Distribution of Documents to meet regulatory or permitting requirements, or for similar purposes, in connection with the Project, including but not limited to distribution to contractors or subcontractors for the performance of their work, is not to be construed as publication adversely affecting the reserved rights of J-U-B. The Documents are not intended for use in creating dtm for grading or earthwork, survey staking layout (unless specifically identified as such in the Documents), or property boundary layouts.

Any reuse without written consent by J-U-B, or without verification or adoption by J-U-B for the specific purpose intended by the reuse, will be at CLIENT's sole risk and without liability or legal exposure to J-U-B. The CLIENT shall release, defend, indemnify, and hold J-U-B harmless from any claims, damages, actions or losses of action, suits, and expenses, including reasonable attorneys and experts fees, arising out of or resulting from such reuse.

If the Documents are provided in electronic format, the electronic documents are subject to the provisions of J-U-B's "Electronic Document/Data Limited License" found at edocs.jub.com.

RECORD DRAWINGS:
These record documents have been prepared based on information gathered during field observations as well as information provided by others. The accuracy or completeness of information provided by others is not verified.

If these record drawings are a public record, J-U-B grants the public entity with jurisdiction the right to copy and disseminate the hard copy or digital image to those who legitimately request the information in writing. Any release, use, or reuse by the public entity, any individual, or organization, shall be at the public entity's, individual's, and/or organization's sole risk and without liability or legal exposure to J-U-B.

Any seals of the registrants included herein represent that the drafting of the record drawing information was completed by staff under the registrants' responsible charge.

Any unsealed drawings or attachments were not executed in accordance with applicable professional practice standards.

If the Documents are provided in electronic format, the electronic documents are subject to the provisions of J-U-B's "Electronic Document/Data Limited License" found at edocs.jub.com.
INSPECTION AND TESTING

EXISTING UTILITIES

1. The inspector shall be responsible for the testing of all existing utilities, including water, sewer, gas, and electrical services. The inspector shall verify the condition of all existing utilities and provide a report of findings to the client.

2. The inspector shall perform all necessary testing, including hydrostatic testing of water mains and sewer lines, gas pressure testing, and electrical testing.

3. The inspector shall ensure that all safety measures are followed during testing, including proper personal protective equipment and adherence to safety protocols.

4. The inspector shall document all findings and provide a final report to the client, including recommendations for maintenance and repair as needed.

5. The inspector shall coordinate with other contractors as necessary to ensure that testing is completed in a timely and efficient manner.

6. The inspector shall maintain confidentiality of all testing results.
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GENERAL CONSTRUCTION NOTES:

1. Proposed new emergency operations center building, see building plans.
2. Domestic water service connection, see sheet C-102.
3. Concrete Lecture Block, see detail on sheet C-101.
4. Handicap ramp, see sheet C-110.
5. ADA parking signs, see sheet C-110.
7. Handicap ramp, see sheet C-110.
8. Site revisions:
   - Site and grading revisions by owner 12/1/20.
   - Removed per owner 12/7/20.
   - Revised per CC communications 12/8/20.
   - Field revision 12/9/20.
   - To be constructed by generator contractor 12/16/20.
   - Not constructed, hold for electrical / NVE 12/21/20.

SITE AND GRADING REVISIONS BY OWNER 12/1/20
REMOVED PER OWNER 12/7/20
REVISED PER CC COMMUNICATIONS 12/8/20
FIELD REVISION 12/9/20
TO BE CONSTRUCTED BY GENERATOR CONTRACTOR 12/16/20
NOT CONSTRUCTED, HOLD FOR ELECTRICAL / NVE 12/21/20

PROPOSED NEW EMERGENCY OPERATIONS CENTER BUILDING, SEE BUILDING PLANS.

DOMESTIC WATER SERVICE CONNECTION, SEE SHEET C-102.

CONCRETE LECTURE BLOCK, SEE DETAIL ON SHEET C-101.

HANDICAP RAMP, SEE DETAIL ON SHEET C-110.

ADA PARKING SIGNS, SEE DETAIL ON SHEET C-110.

BO LLARDS PER NV ENERGY.

BO LLARDS PER ELECTRICAL/GENERATOR CONTRACTOR.

BO LLARDS PER PROPANE COMPANY.

BO LLARDS PER MECHANICAL/HEATING CONTRACTOR.